CHAPTER XVI FOGS AND CLOUDS
The deposition of dew, the forming of hoarfrost, and the sweatir of ice pitchers, all examples of surface condensation, show that atmo pheric moisture promptly condenses upon any object whose temperatu: is below the dew point. Similarly, volume condensation takes pla< in the form of a fog, or cloud, of innumerable droplets, or ice spicule throughout the body of ordinary air, whenever, by expansion or othe wise, it is sufficiently cooled. But this is not equally true of all ai Thus, while the first considerable rapid expansion, and, therefore, decide volume cooling, of humid air in a receiver, if recently admitted unfiltere is quite certain to produce a miniature cloud, subsequent expansio] of the same air produce fewer and fewer fog particles. If the old air removed, and unfiltered, fresh air admitted, the condensations aga ,occur as before; but if the fresh air enters through an efficient filte such as a plug of cotton wool a few centimeters long, condensatic remains as difficult as in the exhausted air. The admission, howeve of a little smoke restores to the exhausted, and confers upon the filtere air full powers of condensation.
Obviously, then, cloud droplets form about nuclei that cannot easi pass through mechanical filters of fine texture, and microscopic examin tions of the residue left, on the evaporation of these droplets, have sho^ the nuclei to consist in large measure of dust particles, both miner and organic. Hygroscopic gases, such as the oxides of sulphur and nitrogen, also act as condensation nuclei; but, ordinarily there is abun ant dust in the atmosphere (thousands of particles per cubic centimete to provide for all precipitation. It is often urged that free electro; in the air also act as nuclei about which water vapor condenses, bu as this type of condensation requires about a fourfold supersaturatio its occurrence in the open seems extremely improbable. Indeed tl first part, at least, of the condensation must occur on the more hygr scopic particles, such as those of sea salt, and even before normal satur tion is reached. The drops thus formed, mechanically wash out, great measure, the nonhygroscopic dust.
As stated, volume condensation may be induced in the atmosphc by any cooling process: whether by radiation—as on clear nights, I mixing warmer with colder masses of air; by movement of relative warm air over cold surfaces, as in the case of winter south winds (northe:
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